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ABSTRACT
We analyze a large dataset of commercial records produced by Assyrian merchants in the 19th
Century BCE. Using the information collected from these records, we estimate a structural
gravity model of long-distance trade in the Bronze Age. We use our structural gravity model to
locate lost ancient cities. In many instances, our structural estimates confirm the conjectures of
historians who follow different methodologies. In some instances, our estimates confirm one
conjecture against others. Confronting our structural estimates for ancient city sizes to modern
data on population, income, and regional trade, we document persistent patterns in the
distribution of city sizes across four millennia, even after controlling for time-invariant
geographic attributes such as agricultural suitability. Finally, we offer evidence in support of the
hypothesis that large cities tend to emerge at the intersections of natural transport routes, as
dictated by topography.
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This paper analyzes a large collection of commercial records from the earliest well-documented
long-distance trade in world history: the Old Assyrian trade network connecting northern Iraq,
Northern Syria and central Turkey during the Middle Bronze Age period (c. 2000-1650 BCE). The
clay tablets on which the merchants recorded their shipment consignments, expenses, and contracts
—excavated, translated and published by researchers for more than a century— paint a rich picture
of an intra-regional exchange economy (Larsen, 2015).
Originating from the city of Aššur on the West bank of the River Tigris, some 100 km south of
the modern-day Iraqi city of Mosul, several hundred Assyrian merchants settled in Kaneš (Kanesh)
on a permanent or temporary basis. They maintained smaller expatriate trading settlements in a
few dozen urban settlements on the central Anatolian Plateau and in the Trans-Taurus. Kaneš was
the regional hub of the overland commodity trade involving the import of luxury fabrics and tin
from Aššur to Anatolia (tin was originally sourced from Central Asia) in exchange for silver and
gold bouillon (Barjamovic, in press). Assyrian merchants were also involved in a voluminous trade
of copper and wool within Anatolia itself (Dercksen, 1996; Lassen, 2010).
The Assyrian texts depict a flourishing market economy, based on free enterprise and private
initiative, profit-seeking and risk-taking merchants, backed by elaborate financial contracts and a
well-functioning judicial system (Hertel, 2013). Aššur offered reliable legal procedures, a transparent
system of taxation, and foreign policy that protected the Assyrian caravans and local investors
involved in financing the risky long-distance trade. Assyrian merchants established trading colonies
or “ports” among the small city-states of Anatolia. They negotiated with local Anatolian rulers,
kings or ruling couples, the right to establish permanent trading settlements and maintain their
own legal and financial institutions independent from the local community. Local rulers guaranteed
the protection of passing merchant caravans against robbers and brigandage, and maintained roads
and bridges, in exchange for tolls and taxes on transit trade.
Our first contribution is to extract systematic information on commercial linkages between cities
from ancient texts. To do so, we leverage the fact that the ancient records we study can be transcribed into the Latin alphabet, allowing all texts to be digitized and parsed. We automatically
isolate, across all records, the tablets which jointly mention at least two cities. We then systematically read those texts, which requires an intimate knowledge of the cuneiform script and Old
Assyrian dialect of the ancient Akkadian language that the records are written in. Taking individual source context into account, this analysis relies exclusively upon a subset of records that
explicitly refer to journeys between cities and distinguishes whether the specific journey was undertaken for the purpose of moving cargo, return journeys, or journeys undertaken for other reasons
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(legal, private, etc.).
Our second contribution is to estimate a structural gravity model of ancient trade. We build
a simple Ricardian model of trade. Further imposing that bilateral trade frictions can be summarized by a power function of geographic distance, our model makes predictions on the number of
transactions between city pairs, which is observed in our data. The model can be estimated solely
on bilateral trade flows and on the geographic location of at least some cities.
Our third contribution is to use our structural gravity model to estimate the geographic location of lost cities. While some cities in which the Assyrian merchants traded have been located
and excavated by historians and archaeologists, other cities mentioned in the records can not be
definitively associated with a place on the map and are now lost to us. Analyzing the records
for descriptions of trade and routes connecting the cities and the landscapes surrounding them,
historians have developed qualitative conjectures about potential locations of several of these lost
cities. We propose an alternative, quantitative method based on maximizing the fit of the gravity
equation. As long as we have data on trade between known and lost cities, with sufficiently many
known compared to lost cities, a structural gravity model is able to estimate the likely geographic
coordinates of lost cities. Our framework not only provides point estimates for the location of lost
cities, but also confidence regions around those point estimates. For a majority of the lost cities, our
quantitative estimates come remarkably close to the qualitative conjectures produced by historians,
corroborating both such historical models and our purely quantitative method. Moreover, in some
cases where historians disagree on the likely location of a lost city, our quantitative method supports
the conjecture of some historians and rejects that of others.
Our fourth contribution is to test for the persistence of economic forces over a long horizon.
Aside from allowing us to recover the location of lost cities, our gravity model yields a structural
estimate for the fundamental economic size of ancient cities, when no reliable data on production
and consumption, or even population size or density in the 19th century BCE survives. Instead, we
structurally estimate fundamental city sizes in a general equilibrium trade model. Estimated ancient
city sizes are strongly correlated with the economic size of those cities in the current era (based on
trade between Turkish cities in 2014 CE). We argue that natural transportation networks shaped by
the topography of the wider region—a factor usually overlooked by economists, but recognized by
historians (Ramsay, 1890)—is critical in explaining the hierarchy of ancient cities and their modern
counterparts.
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Related literature. Our paper contributes to several literatures. First, we provide the earliest
estimate of the gravity equation in trade, dating back to the 19th Century BCE, about four millennia
earlier than existing estimates from the mid-19th century CE (Disdier and Head, 2008).
Second, we invert a structural gravity equation in order to locate lost cities, complementing
qualitative approaches in history and archeology with a quantitative method rooted in economic
theory. Our approach is loosely related to multidimensional scaling problems in other fields, where
one searches for (unknown) coordinates of points such that the distances between those points
are close to known distances. Multi-dimensional scaling has been applied for instance to locate
eight parishes in Oxfordshire using data on marriages circa 1600-1850 CE (Kendall, 1971), and to
match known archaeological sites to place names in Norway using night watchmen itineraries in
the 13th century CE (Galloway, 1978). An earlier contribution (Tobler and Wineburg, 1971) uses
a similar dataset as ours to locate Assyrian cities in Bronze Age Anatolia. Our method differs
from and improves upon multidimensional scaling in that we use an explicit structural economic
model. This allows us to infer not only the location of lost cities, but also the distance elasticity
of trade, the size of cities (a theory-guided counterfactual measure), formal estimates of standard
errors, and confidence intervals. Furthermore, compared to Tobler and Wineburg (1971), we use a
much larger dataset that has become available for study in the meantime, systematically clean our
data to identify meaningful economic exchanges, formally account for trade zeros, and confront our
estimates to historical and contemporaneous evidence.
Finally, we provide novel evidence on the (very) long run determinants of the city size distribution. An important line of theoretical and empirical inquiry in economic geography involves attempts
at explaining the distribution of economic and demographic size of cities over time. Locational fundamentals as dictated by geography is potentially an important factor (Davis and Weinstein, 2002).
Agglomeration of economic activity for non-geographic reasons may magnify size differentials even
across seemingly homogenous locations (Krugman, 1991). Path-dependence through lock-in effects
could lead to the persistence of past factors—related to the fundamentals that may have been important once (Bleakley and Lin, 2012; Michaels and Rauch, 2016). Our results and historical setting
suggest that centrality in transport routes dictated by topography may be an important geographic
factor explaining the persistence of cities’ long-run economic fortunes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes our data. Section 2
derives our model and our estimation strategy. Section 3 discusses our estimates for the distance
elasticity of trade, and the location of lost cities. Section 4 presents our estimates for city sizes, and
explores the long-run determinants of the distribution of city sizes.
4

1

Ancient Trade Data

Our data comes from a collection of around 12,000 texts that constitute the hitherto deciphered and
edited part of around 23,500 texts excavated primarily at the archaeological site of Kültepe, ancient
Kaneš, located in Turkey’s central Anatolian province of Kayseri. These texts were inscribed on
clay tablets in the Old Assyrian dialect of the Akkadian language in cuneiform script by ancient
Assyrian merchants, their families and business partners.1 The texts date back to a period between
1930 and 1775 BCE, with around 90% of the sample belonging to just one generation of traders, c.
1895 - 1865 BCE (Barjamovic et al., 2012).
Most texts under consideration are commercial: business letters, shipment documents, accounting records, seals and contracts. Fittingly, the tablets they were inscribed on were found in merchants’ houses and their archive rooms. In a typical shipment document or expense account, a
merchant would inform partners about the cargo and related expenses:
(I paid) 6.5 shekels (of tin) from the Town of the Kanishites to Timelkiya. I paid 2
shekels of silver and 2 shekels of tin for the hire of a donkey from Timelkiya to Hurama.
From Hurama to Kaneš I paid 4.5 shekels of silver and 4.5 shekels of tin for the hire of
a donkey and a packer. AKT 8, 151 (lines 5-17)
Occasional business letters contain information about market and transport conditions:
Since there is a transporter and the roads are dangerous, I have not led the shipment to
Hutka. When the road is free and the first caravan arrived safely here, I will send Hutka
with silver. POAT 28 (lines 3-7)
Concerning the purchase of Akkadian textiles which you have written about, since you
left the Akkadians have not entered the City; their land is in revolt, but should they
arrive before winter, and if it is possible to make purchases profitable for you, we shall
buy some for you. VS 26, 17 (lines 4-11)
While the actual cuneiform tablets are scattered all around the world in collections and museums, many of the texts have been transliterated into Latin alphabet, translated into modern
language, published in various volumes, and recently digitized by assyriologists. In this draft, we
use qualitative and quantitative information about cities and merchants mentioned in a sample of

1

Figure 1 shows a picture of a well preserved clay tablet.
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9,728 digitized texts available to us and approximately 3,000 additional non-digitized texts.2
The version of the data we use, tabulated by Barjamovic (2011), mentions 39 unique settlements
of varying size, ‘cities’ for short.3 Our measure of bilateral commercial interactions between cities
is a count of all mentions of cargo shipments or individual merchants traveling from i to j,
Nijdata ≡ number of mentions of travels from i to j.
We rarely have a description of the content of the shipments. So we are currently unable to identify
the intensive margin of trade, the value of the wares being transported. Nijdata measures instead the
extensive margin of trade, a count of the number of shipments.
To construct this measure, we proceed in several steps. First, we automatically parse through
all our 12,000 texts to identify any tablet which mentions at least two cities. We systematically
isolate strings of characters corresponding to all possible spellings of city names.45 We find 2,806
unique tablets containing at least two city names from this step.
Second, we systematically read all those 2,806 tablets, and identify all mentions of cargo shipments or individual travels. 198 unique tablets contain such mentions of itineraries. A typical
business document will describe one or several itineraries of cargo shipments. The following is an
excerpt from a memorandum on travel expenses describing cargo trips:
From Durhumit until Kaneš I incurred expenses of 5 minas of refined (copper), I spent
3 minas of copper until Wahšušana, I acquired and spent small wares for a value of 4
shekels of silver. AKT 8, 145 (lines 24-29)
From this sentence, we identify three shipments: from Durhumit to Kaneš, from Kaneš to Wahšušana
and from Durhumit to Wahšušana. Note that for itineraries of this type, A → B → C, we count
three trips, A → B, A → C and B → C, implicitly assuming some trade is going on along the way.
We rely on data amassed through twenty years of collaborative effort of the Old Assyrian Text Project. The Old
Assyrian Text Project website gives public access to a large part of the data (unfortunately, the site http://oatp.net/
is currently down, due to lack of funding and human resources, but the digital archive can be accessed via www.web.
archive.org). We are grateful to Thomas Hertel, Ed Stratford and all the members of the Old Assyrian Text Project
for providing us with the underlying data files.
3
79 city names appear in tablets. We restrict our analysis to 39 only, as too little is known about the other 40.
The sample is further reduced from 39 to 26, as we need sufficient data on bilateral trade to identify our model.
4
We exclude Aššur, the home city of the Assyrians, from our automated search for two reasons. First, the word
Aššur, which occurs ca. 40,000 times, is also the name of the main Assyrian deity, and occurs very often as an
element of personal names (cf., for instance the name Puzur-Aššur meaning "Refuge of Aššur" in Kt 92/k 313 cited
above); second, the city of Aššur is often referred to as simply ālum—“the City” (comparable in use to references to
the financial district of London), which appears ca. 10,000 times. Our automated search is not able to use a letter’s
context to distinguish between Aššur as a god, as part of a personal name or as a city; or the word for “city” as being
Aššur or another city.
5
The number of tablets where cities i and j appear jointly gives us an alternative measure of (non-directed)
joint
bilateral trade flows, Nij
, which we use for robustness checks.
2
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We add to these shipments additional information about merchants’ travels. While not necessarily
about actual shipments of goods, references to individuals traveling inform us about a broader set
of economic interactions. As our data comes from merchants’ letters and documents, we infer from
a large number of merchants’ travels from i to j that trade flows from i to j are large.
We isolate 227 explicit cargo or merchants’ itineraries. From those 227 itineraries, we identify
391 directed travels (itineraries that involve more than two cities generate multiple travels).
In total, 26 cities appear as either origin or destination of those shipments. Of those 26 cities,
15 are ‘known’ and 11 are ‘lost’. ‘Known’ cities are either cities for which a place name has been
unambiguously associated with an archaeological site, or cities for which a strong consensus among
historians exists, such that different historians agree on a likely set of locations that are very close to
one another. ‘Lost’ cities on the other hand are identified in the corpus of texts, but their location
remains uncertain, with no definitive answer from archaeological evidence. From the analysis of
textual evidence and the topography of the region, historians have developed competing hypotheses
for the potential location of some of those. We propose to use data on bilateral trades between
known and lost cities and a structural gravity model to inform the search for those lost cities.
Table 1 provides summary statistics. The mean number of travels across all city pairs is 0.60.
As with modern international trade data, many city pairs do not trade: of all the 650 potential
export-import relationships (directional ij and ji pairs of 26 cities), only 120 have a positive flow.
The average Nijdata for these trading pairs is 3.26, with a large dispersion (s.d. 4.23).
The top panel of figure 2 plots the map of cities, including a preview of the estimated locations
of lost cities. The city of Kaneš, marked K, is geographically central to the system of cities under
study. As discussed above, it was also the operational center of Assyrian merchants in central
Anatolia. Trade flows, however, do not just display a hub and spoke structure around Kaneš, as
seen by the rich pattern of bilateral ties between cities in the bottom panel of the figure.

2

Model and Estimation

We build a simple model of trade in which merchants arbitrage price differentials between cities.
While stylized, this model captures key features of trade in the Middle Bronze Age. For instance,
the model can accommodate a commodity produced outside of our network of trading cities, such as
tin sourced from Central Asia, transported and traded between the Assyrian ports in Anatolia, and
possibly exported by other commercial networks to distant places such as the Aegean and Egypt.
We characterize equilibrium quantities in our model with direct counterparts in our dataset, such
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as the count of transactions instead of their value.
Model. We follow Eaton and Kortum (2002) closely. There are K + L cities, K of them known,
and L of them lost. Tradable commodities (tin, copper, wool...) are indexed by ω. Merchants
arbitrage price differentials between cities, subject to bilateral transaction costs. For simplicity, we
assume iceberg ad valorem transaction costs, such that delivering one unit of a good from city i
to city j requires shipping τij ≥ 1 units of the good, while the remaining fraction 1 − 1/τij is lost
in transit. We also explicitly assume a transaction cost for within city transactions, τjj ≥ 1, to
capture the trade of cities with their hinterlands. If a merchant observes costs ci and cj in cities i
and j such that τij ci < τjj cj , she6 can exploit an arbitrage opportunity: buy τij units of the good
at a cheap cost τij ci in i, ship them to j, and sell at a high cost τjj cj for a profit. We assume for
tractability the cost of producing one unit of any commodity ω in city i, in any period, follows a
Weibull distribution,


Pr [ci (ω) ≤ c] = 1 − exp −Ti wi−θ cθ .

(1)

The cost ci (ω) includes the marginal cost of production, any markup or distribution cost, but also
wi , a shifter to the cost of sourcing goods from city i reflecting the cost of local immobile factors,
determined in equilibrium. The distribution of costs is i.i.d across commodities and over time, and
costs are independent across cities. θ > 0 is an inverse measure of the dispersion of costs. Ti > 0
controls the efficiency of sourcing goods from i.7
With merchants arbitraging away cost differences between cities,8 the equilibrium price for
commodity ω in city j is the lowest cost among all possible sources, pj (ω) = mink {τkj ck (ω)}.

We use the conventional ‘she’ despite there being no documented instances of Assyrian female traders.
This model can also accommodate cases where good ω is not produced locally, but instead is sourced from
outside our network of K + L trading cities and enters our system only through the gateway city i (e.g. tin mined
in Central Asia, and shipped to Aššur ). In that case, Ti wi−θ depends both on the fundamental efficiency and cost
of local producers in i, Tilocal and wilocal , on the efficiency and cost of outside producers sending goods to i, Tioutside
and wioutside , and on the cost of sourcing goods from outside, τoutside,i ,

−θ

−θ
−θ
Ti wi−θ = τii−θ Tilocal wilocal
+ τoutside,i
Tioutside wioutside
.
6
7

See section 4.2 for the example of Qattara, which acts as a gateway on the route to and from Aššur.
8
As the merchants we consider are mobile, constantly traveling between cities, we do not consider the problem
of repatriating the proceeds from this sale explicitly. In particular, we implicitly assume repatriation of profits is
costless. If repatriating profits entails a cost, the τij term would contain both the cost of shipping goods and of
repatriating profits. Historical evidence suggests that some of the merchants profits were invested into real estate in
Aššur, where house prices seemingly experienced a surge during the period (Barjamovic et al., 2012). In the absence
of any systematic information on how profits are accrued and spent, we do not model profits explicitly. Eaton et al.
(2012) show that if profits are redistributed using an outside good, their model’s predictions remain as in ours.
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Assuming trade balance at the city level, total spending equals the amount paid to local factors,
X
Xi =
Xki = wi Li ,
(2)
k

where Li is the size of city i’s population. With N i.i.d. draws for the costs {ci (ω)}i=1···K+L , the
expected number of shipments going from i to j is
Ti wi−θ τij−θ Xj
Xi Xj
E [Nij ] = N P
=N
−θ −θ
Xtotal
k Tk wk τkj



τij
Πi Pj

−θ
,

(3)

where we manipulate the model as in Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) to obtain the second exP  τik −θ Xk
P  τkj −θ Xk
−θ
pression, with Π−θ
a
measure
of
outward
resistance,
P
=
k Pk
k Πk
i =
j
Xtotal
Xtotal
P
a measure of inward resistance, and Xtotal = k Xk . We will rely on the result that if trade frictions
are symmetric, τij = τji , ∀i 6= j, then Πi = Pj and expected trade is symmetric, E [Nij ] = E [Nji ].
We use as our measure for the fundamental size of city i the counterfactual real value of its
aggregate output if it were to move to complete autarky,9
Sizei ≡

wiautarky Li
Piautarky

1/θ

∝ Li Ti

.

(4)

This measure for city size is convenient for two reasons. First, it only depends on exogenous
1/θ

parameters, Li and Ti

. If, for instance, trade frictions or the size of other cities were to change,

this measure would remain invariant. Second, this measure can easily be computed using only trade
data and an assumption for the trade elasticity θ, as shown below.
Estimation. The goal of our empirical strategy is to use the structural model (3) in order to
estimate the structural parameters and the geographic location of lost cities.
For cities i and j with latitude-longitude (ϕi , λi ) and (ϕj , λj ), we parametrize the symmetric
trade cost function as
τij−θ = δ (Distanceij (ϕi , λi ; ϕj , λj ))−ζ .

(5)

δ, a simple scaling factor, controls for measurement units. The function Distanceij (ϕi , λi ; ϕj , λj )
maps geo-coordinates into geographic distances, in kms.10 ζ is the distance elasticity of trade.
9
10

For a derivation of (4), see Eaton and Kortum (2002), equation (15) on page 1756.
For latitudes (ϕ) and longitude (λ) measured in degrees, we use the Euclidean distance formula,
s




2
10, 000 
37.9
2
Distanceij (ϕi , λi ; ϕj , λj ) =
(ϕj − ϕi ) + cos
π (λj − λi )  ,
90
180

where 37.9 degrees North is the median latitude among known Assyrian cities. For locations in these latitudes, the
difference between this Euclidean formula and the more precise Haversine formula is negligible. This approximation considerably speeds up the estimation. We will also need to know internal trade frictions. Since we do not
observe internal trades, we cannot estimate within city transactions costs. We instead normalize internal distances,
Distanceii = 30km, capturing the economic hinterland of a city within the reach of a day’s travel by foot or donkey.

9

We proceed to estimate the following vector of structural parameters
{ζ, (ϕK+1 , λK+1 ) · · · (ϕK+L , λK+L ) , Size1 · · · SizeK+L } .
1/θ

ζ is the distance elasticity of trade. (ϕl , λl ) are the geo-coordinates of lost city l. Sizei ∝ Li Ti

is

our measure of the fundamental size of city i. We use the structural model (3) and our trade cost
assumption (5) to form an expression for trade shares,
"
#
αi Distance−ζ
Ti wi−θ τij−θ
N
ij
ij
model
=P
,
sij
≡E P
=P
−ζ
−θ −θ
N
T
w
τ
kj
α
Distance
k6=j
k6=j k k kj
k6=j k

(6)

kj

with αi = Ti wi−θ . Eaton et al. (2012) present the formal assumptions allowing to go from equation
(3) in levels to (6) in shares. The empirical counterpart to trade shares is
sdata
≡P
ij

Nijdata

k6=j

data
Nkj

(7)

.

Under the identifying assumption that predicted expected trade shares (6) and observed trade
shares (7) differ by a mean-zero i.i.d. error term under the true parameters, we jointly estimate
the distance elasticity of trade, ζ, the geo-coordinates of lost cities, and the αi ’s, by minimizing the
sum of squared differences between observed and predicted trade shares
β ≡ (ζ; · · · (ϕl , λl ) · · · ; · · · αi · · · ) = arg min

β∈B

XX
j

sdata
− smodel
ij
ij

2

,

(8)

i6=j

where B contains a set of constraints we impose on the location of lost cities, derived from historical
evidence.11 We only impose very general constraints for which there is a broad consensus among
historians. None of these constraints are binding in the neighborhood of our point estimates. We
use our structural model (3)-(4) to recover fundamental city sizes from parameters estimated in (8),
1/θ

Sizei ∝ Li Ti

1+1/θ

∝ α̂i

X

−ζ̂

\ ki α̂k ,
Distance

(9)

k

where we use θ = 4 from Simonovska and Waugh (2014).12 As the absolute level of sizes cannot be
identified, we arbitrarily normalize SizeKaneš ≡ 100, so city sizes are all relative to that of Kaneš.
We list this set of constraints in Appendix A.
1/θ
To recover Li Ti we need to know the trade elasticity parameter θ. In the absence of consistent information on
differences in commodity prices between Anatolian market places, our data does not allow us to directly estimate θ.
We therefore choose θ = 4 from the literature. Since the parameter θ only affects the absolute scale of our estimates
of city sizes, but not relative city sizes (in logs), this choice is of little consequence.
1/θ
1/θ
1/θ
To derive Li Ti in (9), we use the structural equation (6) to get α̂i ∝ Ti wi−θ so Li Ti ∝ α̂i wi Li . From market
−θ
−θ
−θ
clearing, wi Li = XP
= X
so Xi ∝ α̂i Πi . From the definition of Π−θ
and
i . From (3) and (6), α̂i ∝ Ti wi
i
i
P −θ
Pi /Π−θ
−θ
−θ
−θ
−θ
−θ
symmetry, Πi ∝ k τik Xk /Pk = k τik Xk /Πk ∝ k τik α̂k . Combining τik
∝ Distance−ζ
ik and the above,
we get the proposed formula. City sizes are only identified up to a multiplicative constant, hence the ∝ sign.
11

12
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Interestingly, equation (9) shows how to recover the fundamental size of a city, in a counterfactual
1+1/θ

autarky state, using only observable trade flows. In this simple gravity setting, the term αi

corresponds to an exporter fixed effect, the propensity of a city to trade after controlling for disP
tance. The extra term k Distance−ζ
ki αk adjusts for the endogenous response of factor prices in
general equilibrium: if city i is either centrally located and/or located near large trading partners
(Distance−ζ
ki αk large for some k’s), it faces an upward pressure on the price of local fixed factors.
This depresses its exports by eroding its competitiveness. In autarky, this depressing effect of trade
on factor prices disappears. Equation (9) formally adjusts for this endogenous factor price response.
Robust (White) standard errors are computed analytically and account for heteroskedasticity.13
To gauge visually the precision of estimates for the location of lost cities, we draw maps with
confidence areas around our point estimates. Those confidence areas represent the set of likely
locations of those lost cities, taking into account measurement error and model misspecification.
The confidence area for lost city l corresponds to a contour plot for the 2-dimensional distribution


of B = 20, 000 Monte Carlo draws from (ζ; · · · (ϕl , λl ) · · · ; · · · αi · · · ) ∼ N β̂, Σ̂ , where β̂ and Σ̂
are the estimated parameters and co-variance matrix from solving the minimization problem (8).
This procedure accounts not only for the precision of the latitude and longitude of city l, but also
for the co-variance of those geo-coordinates with all other estimated parameters.
We also compute a measure of the precision of our location estimates akin to a standard error,
v
u
B
u1 X
2
precision (l) = t
Distancel,lb ,
(10)
B
b=1

where Distancel,lb is the distance between the estimated location for l and its Monte Carlo draw b.
This measure of precision is expressed in kms. Heuristically, it corresponds to the radius of a circle
around our point estimate, such that the true location lies inside this circle with probability 75%.
Our non-linear estimation is closely related to Silva and Tenreyro (2006) and to Eaton et al.
(2012). In particular, we use information contained in trade zeros to inform our estimation. There
are, however, two key differences imposed on us by the data. The first obvious difference is that,
unlike with modern trade data, we do not know the location of some cities. We use instead our
For the parameter vector β = (ζ; · · · (ϕl , λl ) · · · ; · · · αi · · · ), define the error term eij (β) = sdata
− smodel
(β)
ij
ij
evaluated at β using (6) and (7). The variance-covariance matrix of the estimated parameter vector β̂ is given by

−1 
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 0
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 0
 
 0
 
XX
XX
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Σ̂ = 
∇eij β̂ ∇eij β̂  
eij β̂ ∇eij β̂ ∇eij β̂  
∇eij β̂ ∇eij β̂  ,
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where β̂ is the solution to the minimization problem (8). We compute the standard errors for city sizes, Sizei , by
applying the Delta method to (9), using the above covariance matrix Σ̂.
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model to estimate those locations. Heuristically, the distance elasticity ‘translates’ our data on
bilateral trade flows into geographic distances. Our structural model also gives us guidance on how
to properly control for city sizes given their observed trade. Given the distance elasticity and city
sizes, a simple triangulation-type technique can recover the location of lost cities. Our estimating
equation (8) essentially does all that at once, finding parameters such that the gravity model fits
the data as closely as possible. It further provides estimates of standard errors and confidence areas
around our point estimates. The second difference is that we do not observe aggregate production.
So we define trade shares in equations (6) and (7) excluding internal trade.
The next two sections present the estimation results in detail. Section 3 focuses on the location
of lost cities, and section 4 on city sizes.

3

The Lost Cities of the Bronze Age

We present our results for the distance elasticity of trade and the estimated location of lost cities,
and we confront our results to historical evidence in section 3.1. To further gauge the plausibility of
our estimates, we suggest a quantitative method to systematically use the qualitative information
contained in our ancient texts to construct admissible regions for the lost cities in section 3.2.
Finally, as a proof of concept, we fictitiously “lose” the location of some known cities, and compare
the known locations to our recovered gravity estimates in section 3.3.

3.1

Using Gravity to Recover the Location of Lost Cities

Panel A of table 2 presents our estimates for the distance elasticity of trade, ζ = 3.825 with a
standard error of 0.582. This suggests that trade around 1880 BCE was falling off much faster with
distance than is the case today, with modern elasticity estimates typically near unity (Disdier and
Head, 2008). However, two observations are in order. First, our estimate for ζ using non-directional
data from joint attestation of city names is substantially smaller, ζ = 1.970 with a standard error
of 0.162.14 Second, modern estimates of the trade elasticity for shipments transported by road are
substantially larger than unity —see Cosar and Demir (2016) for an estimate around 2 based on
overland transit of exports from Turkish cities.
Figures 3-6 show our point estimates and confidence regions for each lost city separately.15 Each
figure depicts a map of the region containing the Anatolian cities where Assyrian merchants operate.
Appendix F presents robustness checks where we replicate all our results using our alternative non-directional
joint
measure of trade flows from joint mentions, Nij
.
15
See Appendix F for the geo-coordinates of lost cities, along with robust standard errors.
14
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A shaded area shows the set of locations ruled out by assumption as inadmissible from historical
sources. A “+” sign depicts the estimated location from our structural estimation (8), surrounded
by contours representing the confidence area for that city. Those confidence areas offer a visual
sense of the precision of our estimates. For most cities, our estimates are very tight, in the sense
that the confidence area is at most 100km wide, and often much smaller. This visual message is
confirmed by the measure of the precision of our estimated locations in panel B of table 2: all
measures of precision are smaller than 50km (30 miles), and less than 30km in 7 of 11 cases. This
to be compared to the average distance of 281km between known cities.
We add to those maps two other locations. The “F” sign corresponds to the site suggested by
historian Massimo Forlanini (Forlanini, 2008); the “B” sign corresponds to the site suggested by
historian Gojko Barjamovic (Barjamovic, 2011). This allows us to compare our estimates, obtained
by a purely quantitative method—a structural gravity estimation, to those obtained by historians
from a purely qualitative method—based on ancient itineraries, topographical studies, surviving
toponyms, etc. We consider this comparison to be an informal external validity test.
In four cases, Durhumit, Ninassa, Sinahuttum, and Washaniya, our gravity estimates for the
location of lost cities are extremely close to the conjecture of at least one of the two historians. In
two of those cases, both historians either agree on the same site (Sinahuttum), or their conjectures
are very close to each other (Ninassa). In the other two cases however (Durhumit and Washaniya),
the historians strongly disagree; in those two cases, our gravity estimates are closer to the proposals
made by Barjamovic than Forlanini. We view these cases where our structural gravity estimates
agree with at least one historian’s proposal as an endorsement that the true location of those cities
is indeed at or very near those sites. Again, as we do not use the historians conjectures as input in
our estimation, those converging views are unlikely to be coincidental.
In the case of Tuhpiya, Forlanini and Barjamovic agree on the likely location of that city, but
our gravity estimate is far from theirs. However, our estimate near the modern city of Sorgun
corresponds to an earlier proposal by Cornelius (1963).
Two cases offer mixed results, Kuburnat and Suppiluliya. In both cases, Forlanini and Barjamovic
disagree by about 70km, and our gravity estimate also disagrees with both conjectures by about
70km. In those cases, we cannot convincingly draw any strong inference. In the case of Suppiluliya
however, the confidence area is elongated along a Northwest-Southeast axis (precision of 65km),
with one end touching upon the conjecture by Barjamovic. In other words, while our model rejects
Forlanini’s conjecture, we cannot reject that of Barjamovic.
The cases of Hahhum, Mamma, and Zalpa are interesting for another reason. In all three cases,
13

Forlanini’s and Barjamovic’s conjectures are either the same, or near each other. Our gravity
estimates however are consistently shifted towards the North and West of theirs. The gravity
estimates for those three cities happen to lie in the Taurus mountain range, a rugged high altitude
and snow covered area. As we do not impose our gravity estimates to be in hospitable locations,
nothing prevents this from happening. Forlanini and Barjamovic on the other hand impose the
realistic constraint that cities are in accessible and suitable places and draw in historical information
about their location near the Euphrates River, which the gravity estimates ignore.
Finally, in the case of the lost city of Purushaddum, our estimate is vastly different from both
historians’. It is also a city for which both historians disagree strongly. Even though we cannot
make any informed recommendation as to which historian is more likely to be right, we believe that
in this case our gravity estimate is unlikely to be near the true site, for two reasons. First, our point
estimate and its entire confidence region seems to be incompatible with detailed descriptions in our
texts of the itineraries followed by caravans (see section 3.2 below). Second, again judging from
qualitative historical sources, it seems that Purushaddum was a peripheral city, to the West of our
network of trading cities. In such a case of a peripheral city, the triangulation exercise embedded
in our estimator is unlikely to give reliable results (see section 3.3 below).
To conclude, we often find a remarkable agreement between our quantitative method for locating
the lost cities of the Bronze Age and the qualitative method of historians using soft information. We
view our results as plausible, with the exceptions of Hahhum, Mamma, Zalpa, and Purushaddum,
with the first three being systematic and explainable by reference to actual topography, which
‘shifts’ the system to a position South and East, and the latter being in a peripheral position in the
Assyrian trade network. Furthermore, in the cases of Durhumit, Washaniya, and Suppiluliya, the
gravity estimates favor the proposals offered by Barjamovic over those given by Forlanini.16

3.2

Imposing Further Constraints on Lost Cities from Merchants Itineraries

To further assess the validity of our gravity based estimates for the location of lost cities, we use the
qualitative information in the tablets on detailed itineraries of merchants to define admissible regions
for the location of lost cities. This methodology is a mathematical counterpart to the contextual
analysis of merchant itineraries by historians (Barjamovic, 2011).
In order to construct those admissible regions, we extract from our corpus of texts systematic
joint
For robustness, we replicate all our results using joint attestations of city names, Nij
, as a non-directional
travel
measure of trade, instead of our preferred directional measure Nij
. Appendix E shows estimation maps for this
alternative measure, while Appendix F lists the estimated geo-coordinates of lost cities and replicates our estimation
results. Our conclusions are robust, but the results with this noisier measure of bilateral trade are less precise.
16
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information describing the routes followed by merchants as they travel between multiple cities. A
typical multi-stop itinerary, which documents travels between both known and lost cities is found
in the following excerpt from tablet Kt 83/k 117. That letter, sent to the Assyrian port authorities
at Kaneš from its emissaries at the Assyrian port in Wahšušana describes how missives sent from
Wahšušana to Purušhaddum will travel by two different routes, presumably during a conflict, so as
to ensure safe arrival:
To the Port Authorities of Kaneš from your envoys and the Port Authorities of Wahšušana.
We have heard the tablets that the Station(s) in Ulama and Šalatuwar have brought us,
and we have sealed them and (hereby) convey them on to you. On the day we heard
the tablets, we sent two messengers by way of Ulama and two messengers by way of
Šalatuwar to Purušhaddum to clear the order. We will send you the earlier message that
they brought us so as to keep you informed. The Secretary Ikūn-pı̄ya is our messenger.
Kt 83/k 117 (lines 1-24 Günbattı (1998))
This letter contains two itineraries: Wahšušana → Ulama → Purušhaddum, and Wahšušana →
Šalatuwar → Purušhaddum. For both of these itineraries, two cities are known (Wahšušana and
Ulama for the first, Wahšušana and Šalatuwar for the second17 ), and one is lost (Purušhaddum).
These are two examples of the type A → B → X where city X is lost.
Using all such mentions of multi-stop itineraries, we impose two sets of constraints on the admissible location of lost cities: a set of “short detour” constraints, and a set of “pit stop” constraints.
The “short detour” constraint assumes that when deciding which itinerary to follow, merchants
do not deviate too much from a direct route. For any segment of an itinerary with three stops,
involving at least one lost city X, we assume that the intermediate stop does not represent too
much of a detour compared to a direct trip without the intermediate stop. Formally we impose
||AX|| + ||XB|| ≤ (1 + λ) ||AB|| ,

(“short detour”)

where ||AB|| represents the duration, in hours, of the fastest route going from A to B.18 This
constraint means that going from A to B via X does not represent more than a λ% detour compared
to going straight from A to B. In other words, we impose that merchants follow more or less direct
routes when going over a multi-stop trip.
Wahšušana and Ulama are “known” in the sense that Forlanini and Barjamovic agree on locations within 30km.
To compute this measure of distance, we collect systematic information on elevation on a fine grid. We use
Langmuir (1984)’s formula for calculating the time it would take for a normal human being to travel between any two
contiguous grid-points. We further allow maritime travel along the coast, and we prevent crossing large impassable
rivers except in a few locations (fording). We then use Dijkstra (1959)’s algorithm to compute the optimal travel
route between any two grid-points. See Appendix B for details.
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The “pit stop” constraint assumes that caravans are required to make frequent stops, in order
to rest, replenish supplies, feed their pack animals (donkeys were subjected to harsh treatments by
their caravan leaders), and possibly do side trades. For any lost city X, we formally impose
||AX|| ≤ ||average segment|| + µ ||s.d. segment|| ,

(“pit stop”)

where ||average segment|| is the duration, in hours, of the average segment between two known cities,
and ||s.d. segment|| its standard deviation. This constraint means that any segment involving at
least one lost city is no more than µ standard deviations longer than the average known segment.
Figure 7 depicts a graphical example of how to construct such an admissible region by combining
constraints from different itineraries. In this fictitious example, we consider one lost city X, which
appears in two different itineraries, A → X → B, and C → D → X. The figure also shows how
raising the parameters λ and µ widens the size of the admissible region.
Those two sets of constraints, “short detour” and “pit stop”, seem reasonable. In essence, we
assume that when deciding the itinerary for a caravan or a trip, merchants do not deviate too
much from an optimal route. By varying how much of a departure from the most direct route we
allow, changing the parameters λ and µ, we can make those constraints arbitrarily loose. Historical
evidence suggests that Assyrian merchants were indeed following close to optimal routes (Palmisano,
2013; Palmisano and Altaweel, 2015; Palmisano, 2017).
We systematically collect all mentions of multi-stop itineraries from our 12,000 texts. Jointly
imposing the “Short detour” and “Pit stop” constraints corresponding to any mention of a lost city,
we construct admissible regions for all lost cities. Note that this a joint estimation exercise, as many
itineraries involve multiple lost cities, so the constraints for one lost city have to be compatible with
the constraints for other lost cities.19
We present our results in a series of maps in figures 8-11. Each map depicts the admissible region
for a given city, using the above procedure to analyze information from merchants’ itineraries, for
two sets of parameters: a “tight” constraint (dotted red line, λ = 2.6 and µ = 1.3) and a “loose”
constraint (dashed blue line, λ = 4 and µ = 2). For comparison, we also show on the same map our
point estimate and confidence region from estimating our gravity model (8), as well as the location
proposed by historians Forlanini (2008) and Barjamovic (2011). We reach two conclusions.
The first is that constraints from merchants’ itineraries do not impose very strict constraints on
the location of lost cities. Even with the parameters corresponding to a “tight” set of constraints
(red dotted lines), the admissible regions are fairly wide for most cities. The reason we cannot
19

Appendix C describes our method in details.
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impose a stricter set of constraints is that in order to satisfy all constraints jointly, we are bound to
have a relatively loose interpretation of our constraints. In practice, with stricter constraints, the
admissible region for the lost cities of Purushaddum and Kuburnat would be empty sets. Having
non-empty sets for those two cities forces us to have wide admissible regions for the other cities.
The second conclusion is that our gravity estimates for the location of lost cities are compatible
with the qualitative information about the itineraries followed by merchants, with the exception of
Purushaddum. In the case of Purushaddum, we infer that our estimate using solely trade data and
the gravity model (8) is likely to be inaccurate. For all other cities, as we never use this qualitative
information to guide our estimation, we see this compatibility as an encouraging sign that our
estimates based on a structural gravity model are valid.

3.3

Proof of Concept: What If We Fictitiously “Lose” Some Known Cities?

To evaluate our inverse-gravity method for estimating the coordinates of lost cities, we propose a
proof of concept exercise: using trade data only, we fictitiously “lose” some known cities, use our
structural gravity model to recover their locations, and compare those to their true location.
We perform this exercise using two datasets. First, we use our ancient trade dataset, setting
the locations of lost cities to their GMM estimates from section 3.1. Second, we use data on intranational trade flows between Turkish provinces in 2014 CE.20 For comparability, we restrict our
sample to the 21 Turkish provinces, out of the total set of 81, that comprise the area within which
our ancient cities are situated. We assign the location of each province to its central city.
For each dataset, we perform three separate exercises: we pick one known city/province at a
time, and estimate its coordinates, as if it had been lost. For the ancient dataset, we “lose” Kaneš
(a large, central city), Hanaknak (a small central city), and Salatuwar (a large peripheral city). For
the modern dataset, we “lose” Kayseri (a large central city, located near the site of ancient Kaneš ),
Kirşehir (a small central city), and Eskişehir (a large peripheral city).
The results of our within sample predictions are presented in figure 12. For both ancient and
modern data, our estimates for central cities are very near their true locations. For the ancient
dataset, the distance between the true location and the estimated location is 12km for Kaneš, and
7.5km for Hanaknak. In both cases, the true location lies well within the confidence region for
the estimated location. For the modern dataset, the distance between the true location and the
estimated location is 35 km for Kayseri and 23 km for Kirşehir. Those distances are to be compared
with an average distance of 281km for known ancient cities, and 180km for modern provinces. For
20

The data is publicly available at the website of the Turkish Ministry for Science, Industry and Technology.
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peripheral cities, our gravity estimation is less precise. The true location of ancient Salatuwar is
133 km away from its estimated location; the true location of modern Eskişehir is 63 km from its
estimated location; and both are outside the confidence region for the estimated location.
We conclude from this proof of concept exercise that our proposed inverse gravity estimation of
the location of lost cities is reliable for central cities, but less precise for peripheral cities.

4

Persistence and Determinants of City Sizes

We now turn to a systematic discussion of our estimates of ancient city sizes, and of the long-run
determinants of the city size distribution. Since reliable historical or archaeological evidence on the
size of the ancient cities in question does not exist, we are unable to offer a direct external validity
check. Instead, we confront our estimates of ancient city sizes to measures from the modern data,
and explore the geographic and topographic determinants of city sizes.

4.1

City Size Estimates
1/θ

Our estimates of the fundamental size of ancient cities (Li Ti

) are presented in panels B and C of

table 2. A few observations are in order. First, our estimates do not achieve the level of statistical
significance typical of modern econometric estimations. This is to be expected given the relative
sparsity of our dataset, dating back four millennia.
Second, there is a wide dispersion in estimated city sizes. This is partly due to our choice of
1/θ

the theory-grounded measure Li Ti

for city size, instead of the exporter fixed effect in (6), αi : the

differences between the two measures are magnified by two orders of magnitude.
Finally, one outlier stands out: the point estimate for Qattara is orders of magnitude larger than
all other size estimates. There is a simple explanation for this extreme estimate. Qattara is precisely
located by historical sources at the modern site of Tell al-Rimah in northern Iraq, known to have
been a small independent polity during the period in question. Being the first major station on the
route from Aššur to Anatolia (or the last stop on the return journey), virtually all trade between
Aššur and Anatolia passed through it, even though trade in Qattara itself was out of bounds for
the Assyrian merchants, who only held a right to pass through its territory (Barjamovic, 2008). We
attribute many mentions of caravans passing by on their way to and from Aššur as trades with
Qattara.21 Our estimator, not knowing the true destination of those trades, infers a very large size
for Qattara. This is an example of a gateway city (see footnote 7), where Qattara serves as the sole
Remember that we are currently unable to distinguish between the word Aššur used for the city, versus for a
deity or as element of personal names, nor cases where merchants refer to Aššur simply as ālum, “the city”.
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gateway to Aššur and the world beyond. In other words, the inaccurate size estimate for Qattara
is consistent both with historical evidence, and with the logic of the gravity equation.

4.2

The Distribution of City Sizes over Four Millenia

In order to confront our ancient size estimates to modern size measures, we match the locations
of ancient sites with corresponding modern urban settlements. We drop Qattara because it is an
outlier and lies in a different country, Iraq. We then project three alternative measures of modern
city sizes on our ancient size estimates and a control for geographic amenities.
Our first measure of modern size, P opulationi , measures the total urban population living within
30km of ancient city i.22 For this measure, we use the 2012 urban population of districts (LAU-1
level, which are subdivisions of NUTS-3 level Turkish provinces). Our second measure, N ightLighti ,
is the total nighttime luminosity of the area within 30km of ancient city i. In the absence of modernday city-level income data, nighttime luminosity is a strong correlate of local incomes (Hodler and
1/θ

Raschky, 2014). Our third measure, Li Ti

|modern , mimics our estimate of ancient city sizes but

uses modern trade data instead. Using data on intra-national trade flows between Turkish provinces
in 2014, we solve (8)-(9) to recover size estimates from a gravity model.23
Table 3 presents the results from the estimation of various specifications of


1/θ
ln (Sizei |modern ) = a + b ln Li Ti |ancient + c ln (CropY ieldi ) + ui ,
1/θ

where Sizei |modern is either population, night lights or Li Ti

(11)

|modern , depending on specification.

CropY ieldi , a measure of agricultural suitability around i, controls for local amenities.24 All regressions are estimated via weighted least squares. The weights are the total count of importing
and exporting relationships in the data, i.e., the number of itineraries in which a city is mentioned.
Columns 1, 4, and 7 of table 3 show the results of simple specifications without any geographic
controls, for each of the three measures of modern size. The correlation between ancient and
corresponding modern city sizes is high and significant, ranging from 35% for N ightLights to 65%
for P opulation and LT 1/θ |modern . Figure 13 plots the modern population against ancient size, as
For lost cities, we use our own estimates from section 3.1. The results are robust to using the locations proposed
by Barjamovic (2011) instead, to restricting the sample to known cities only, or to using alternative procedures for
matching ancient and modern towns. See the tables in appendix F for those robustness checks.
23
Since the intra-national trade data is at the province-level, we assign ancient cities to modern provinces based
on the distance between province population centroids and ancient sites. See appendix A for details.
24
To approximate agricultural conditions in the distant past, we use the low-input level rain-fed cereal suitability
index of IIASA/FAO (2012). We average this measure within an area of 30km radius. In unreported regressions, we
also experimented with other geographic controls: elevation, ruggedness, distance to the nearest river, and distance to
modern mineral deposits of gold, silver and copper. None of those controls were significant, nor were their estimated
impact on modern sizes robust. We therefore exclude those controls from our regression.
22
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in column 1 of table 3, and shows the surprising persistence of the city size from the the 20th
century BCE to the 21st century CE. Columns 2, 5, and 8 document that agricultural suitability,
CropY ield, is also statistically correlated with modern city sizes. However, comparing column 2
(respectively 5 and 8) to column 3 (respectively 6 and 9), once we control for ancient city sizes, the
coefficient on agricultural suitability becomes insignificant, while the relationship between ancient
and modern city sizes remains positive and significant.
The strong and robust correlation of city sizes over four millennia is unlikely to be a mere coincidence. While this gives us confidence that our estimates for ancient city sizes are plausible, it also
begets the question of how one can explain this surprising persistence of the city size distribution?
Over the course of history, sufficiently many large shocks would have reset any initial advantage
of a particular site, with a series of states rising and collapsing, radical changes in institutions
and political boundaries, migrations and shifts in population for the region, climate change, large
earthquakes, the rise and fall of religions, etc. In the remainder of this section, we test in detail
two alternative hypotheses to explain this persistence: time-invariant local amenities, versus the
advantageous location as a natural trading hub conferred by the topography of the land.

4.3

Determinants of City Sizes: the Road-knot Hypothesis

To probe the determinants of the persistence of city sizes, we project our ancient size estimate
1/θ

(Li Ti

) onto geographic observables: local agricultural suitability,25 and a measure of ‘global’

advantage.
Our concept of ‘global’ advantage is novel: we define, for each site, a measure of its proximity
to intersections of roadways. In developing this measure, we build upon the early work of Ramsay
(1890), who proposed a topographical approach to the study of the historical geography of the
region. Based on his reading of early Greek and Roman authors and his own exploratory travels,
Ramsay suggested that a key to understanding Anatolian urban history is the realization that only
a limited number of routes cross the area as dictated by the topography. He observed that the
intersections of these routes—what he called “road-knots”—predict the location of major urban
centers throughout history, in spite of a number of major political and social upsets. The exact
position of the settlement could vary from period to period, but would remain in the immediate
vicinity as dictated by the intersection. Ramsay’s basic hypothesis, that the existence of road-knots
In unreported regressions, we experimented with alternative measures of local amenities: elevation, ruggedness,
distance to the nearest river, and distance to the nearest known copper deposit documented in the Early Bronze Age,
using for this measure the list of Anatolian mines known at the time, compiled in Massa (2016). As none of those
measures were either significant or robust, we exclude them from our regressions.
25
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may be causally related to the presence of major administrative and trading centers, was further
elaborated and advanced by French (1993).26
The location of ancient Kaneš is a case in point: it is located at the northwestern end of Taurus
crossings connecting the central Anatolian plateau to the upper Mesopotamian plain. The main
settlement in the Bronze and parts of the Iron Age was at Kaneš itself, but in late Hellenistic times
it moved to its current location, the regional capital of Kayseri 20km to the west. Several other large
ancient and corresponding modern cities, such as Hurama-Karahöyük/Elbistan, Mama-Kale/Maraş,
and Samuha-Kayalıpınar/Sivas, are also placed on road-knots (Barjamovic, 2011).
For our first measure, RomanRoadsi , we locate the intersections of roads from detailed maps of
the Roman transportation network in Anatolia (French, 2016), and record the number of roads radiating from each intersection (3 for a T-crossing, 4 for an X-crossing etc). The variable RomanRoadsi
assigns the number of Roman roads intersecting at points within 20km of city i, which varies between
two and five.27 While capturing the location of cities vis-a-vis the actual historical road network,
this measure has two shortcomings. First, there is about a two thousand years gap between the
Middle Bronze Age and the Roman period. This concern is partially alleviated by the fact that
Roman roads themselves follow older trails (Ramsay, 1890; French, 1993). The other shortcoming
concerns the potential endogeneity of the road network itself: it is plausible that roads endogenously
connect large cities, so that large cities “cause” roads, rather than the reverse.
Our second measure, N aturalRoadsi , addresses this concern by constructing natural roadways
across space.28 We use detailed data on the topography of the entire region surrounding Anatolia
and implement Langmuir (1984)’s formula to compute travel times for a normal human being
walking on a rugged terrain. We complement this formula by collecting information on impassable
rivers and river crossings (fords), and allowing for maritime travel near the coast. We use Dijkstra
(1959)’s algorithm to compute the optimal route between any two points. Our approach in defining
natural routes finds support in Palmisano (2013), Palmisano and Altaweel (2015) and Palmisano
(2017), who argue that ancient routes followed least-effort paths closely. Armed with this measure
of optimal travel routes, we consider a very large number of routes between origin-destination pairs,
varying the length of these routes, from very short distances (less than a hundred km), to long
A similar analysis by Cronon (2009) emphasizes Chicago’s location at the intersection point of overland and
water transportation routes as a key factor in its growth. For topographical and historical determinants of city sizes,
see also Bleakley and Lin (2012) for mid-Atlantic and southern U.S. cities that were once portage sites, and Michaels
and Rauch (2016) for French cities originating from Roman towns.
27
If there is no intersection within a 20km distance, a city assumes a score of two since each city is necessarily on
a road itself. 16 out of 25 cities have a road score of two. Two cities, Kaneš and Ulama, have road scores of five.
28
See appendices B and D for details.
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distances (several thousands km), in order to account for both local and global exchanges. We
record all intersections or overlaps of those routes and define a natural road score for each location.
Figure 15 shows a heat map of our natural roads measure for Turkey. Major modern urban
settlements and transportation arteries, not included on this map, overlap with our road measure,
although neither were used as input. Note that some maritime areas near the shore have a high road
score (e.g. North of Istanbul). This happens because our fictitious traveler often finds it optimal to
travel by sea near the coast, so that many maritime optimal paths intersect or overlap at sea.
Our variable N aturalRoadsi is the number of intersections or overlaps of optimal paths within
20 km of city i.29 In essence, it measures the propensity of a given site to be connected to a natural
routes network. This measure is arguably time invariant as it uses topographical data as input only.
Table 4 presents the results from the estimation of various specifications of


1/θ
ln Li Ti |ancient = d + e ln (CropY ieldi ) + f ln (Roadsi ) + vi .

(12)

All regressions are estimated via weighted least squares. The weights are the total count of importing
and exporting relationships in the data, i.e., the number of itineraries in which a city is mentioned.
We control for CropY ieldi in columns 1, 4 and 5. Roadsi corresponds either to the number of roman
roads intersecting near city i, RomanRoadsi , in columns 2 and 4, or to the number of natural paths
intersecting or overlapping near city i, N aturalRoadsi , in columns 3 and 5.
Table 4 presents robust and significant evidence in support of the road-knot hypothesis. Cities
with a high road score, located near the intersection of many routes, tend to be systematically
larger. The RomanRoad variable has a p-value of 0.107 in column 2, and 0.146 when controlling
jointly for CropY ield. Our a priori measure of the connectedness of a city to the natural road
network, N aturalRoad, is on the other hand strongly significant, with a p-value below 0.01 both
on it own in column 3, and when controlling for CropY ield in column 4. Our natural road score
accounts for more than half (53%) of the variation of ancient city sizes. Figure 14 presents visual
evidence of this strong correlation, and shows it is not driven by outliers.
Agricultural suitability, CropY ield, is also correlated our estimates of ancient city sizes, accounting for about a quarter of the variation in column 1 of tale 4. But this correlation becomes
insignificant when we control for our natural road score. Among all measures of local amenities,
CropY ield is the only variable that is significantly correlated with city size. Elevation, ruggedness,
We use 20km as a benchmark for the natural drift of city locations over time. As explained above, 20 km is
the distance between the modern city of Kayseri and ancient Kaneš. French (1993) describes another instance in
which a modern city, Aksaray, is 18 km away from the ancient site of Acemhöyük due to local relocations of towns
throughout history.
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distance to the nearest river, and distance to mineral deposits known to have been exploited in the
Early Bronze Age are all either insignificant, or driven by one or two outliers.
To recap, along with agricultural suitability, the proximity of a city to natural roads is a timeinvariant attribute that can account for the persistence of city sizes. Topography dictates the path
followed by optimal roads, today and in the past. Access to this natural road network confers an
economic advantage which can explain the emergence and sustainability of large urban centers.

Conclusion
Business documents dating back to the Bronze Age—inscribed into clay tablets and unearthed from
ancient sites in Anatolia—give us a window to analyze economic interactions between Assyrian
merchants and Anatolian cities 4000 years ago. The data allows us to construct proxies for trade
between ancient cities and estimate a structural gravity model. Two main results emerge.
First, more cities are named in ancient texts than can be located unambiguously by archaeological and historical evidence. Assyriologists develop proposals on potential sites based on qualitative
evidence (Forlanini, 2008; Barjamovic, 2011). In a rare example of collaboration across disciplines,
we use a theory-based quantitative method from economics to inform this quest in the field of history. The structural gravity model delivers estimates for the coordinates of the lost cities. For a
majority of cases, our quantitative estimates are remarkably close to qualitative proposals made by
historians. In some cases where historians disagree on the likely site of lost cities, our quantitative
method supports the suggestions of some historians and rejects that of others.
Second, we analyze the correlation between the estimated economic size of ancient cities and their
time-invariant geographic attributes, as well as their future economic outcomes. Despite a gap of
4000 years, we find that ancient economic size predicts the income and population of corresponding
regions in present-day Turkey. We argue that the persistence of cities’ fortunes in the very long run
can best be explained by their strategic position in the network of natural trade routes, as proposed
by Ramsay (1890). While access to mineral deposits may have played a role in the early emergence
of some cities, such as the mines in the Early Bronze Age near Kaneš and Durhumit (Massa, 2016),
it seems that key to the emergence and persistence of the urban network in Anatolia is the ability of
cities to access natural routes, and integrate into the broader trading network. We hope to further
explore this hypothesis in other historical settings and regions in future research.
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Figures

Figure 1: Tablet Kt 83-k 117
Notes: The figure shows a photograph of tablet Kt 83-k 117. The transliteration of the cuneiform script into the latin
alphabet reads: a-na kà-ri-im Kà-ne-eš6 qí-bi-ma um-ma ší-ip-ru-ku-nu ù kà-ru-um Wa-ah-šu-ša-na-ma tup-pè-e wabar-tum ša Ú-lá-ma ù Ša-lá-tù-ar ú-šé-bi4 -lu-nim-ma ni-iš-ta-me-ma ni-ik-nu-uk-/ma na-áš-ú-ni-ku-nu-tí i-ša-am-ší
tup-pè-e ni-iš-ta-me-ù 2 šì-ip-ri ha-ra-an Ú-là-ma-ma 2 šì-ip-ri ha-ra-an Ša-là-tù-ar-ma a-na Pu-ru-uš-ha-dim a-na
a-wa-tim za-ku-im ni-iš-ta-pàr a-wa-tàm pà-ni-tàm-ma ša ù-bu-lu-ni-ni ni-ša-pà-ra-ku-nu-tì-ma ù-za-ku-nu . ni-pà-tì
I-ku-pì-a DUB.SAR šì-pàr-ni. City names have been underlined, giving an example of how an automated search for
strings of characters can identify mentions of city names. The English translation of part of the text is on page 15.
We thank Fikri Kulakoğlu for permission to use the photo of this tablet.
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Panel A: Known and Lost Cities

Panel B: Ancient Trade Network

Figure 2: Cities and Trade in Anatolia in the Bronze Age.
Notes: Panel A shows a map with the location of all Assyrian cities. The “×” signs correspond to the location of known
cities, with a “K” next to Kaneš, the main Assyrian port in Anatolia. The black diamonds denote the estimated location of lost cities, from the estimation of (8). The lost city names are: Du=Durhumit, Ha=Hahhum, Ku=Kuburnat,
Ma=Mamma, Ni=Ninassa, Pu=Purushaddum, Si=Sinahuttum, Su=Suppiluliya, Tu=Tuhpiya, Wa=Washaniya, and
data
Za=Zalpa. Panel B represents graphically the trade network among Assyrian ports. Thin lines indicate 0 < Nij
≤ 3,
data
and thick lines Nij > 3.
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Figure 3: Locating Lost Cities (I).
Notes: The maps show the estimated locations for the ancient lost cities of Durhumit (top) and Hahhum (bottom).
The “+” sign corresponds to the point estimate for the location of lost cities, from solving (8). The contours around
the point estimate are a 2-dimensional contour plot of the confidence region for the location of lost cities, taking
into account the (White-robust) variance-covariance matrix Σ̂ of all coefficients β̂. The shaded area corresponds to
inadmissible locations we rule out, from the set of constraints B we impose in (8). For instance, Durhumit is to the
North of Kaneš, and Hahhum is to the South and East of Kaneš. See Appendix A for details. For comparison, the
location denoted by “B” corresponds to the site suggested by historian Gojko Barjamovic (Barjamovic, 2011), and
the location denoted by “F” to the site suggested by historian Massimo Forlanini (Forlanini, 2008). Both base their
suggestion on qualitative information collected from historical records.
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Figure 4: Locating Lost Cities (II).
Notes: See figure 3.
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Figure 5: Locating Lost Cities (III).
Notes: See figure 3.
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Figure 6: Locating Lost Cities (IV).
Notes: See figure 3.
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Itinerary A → X → B

Itinerary C → D → X

Multiple Itineraries

Figure 7: Constraints on Lost Cities from Merchants’ Itineraries, Example.
Notes: The figures show examples of how to use data on multiple merchants itineraries to construct admissible regions
for lost cities. The top row of figures only imposes the “short detour” constraint, while the bottom row of figures
further imposes the “pit stop” constraint. The left figures show the example of an itinerary of the type A → X → B,
where A and B are know, and X is lost. For example, points X1 and X2 are two possible candidates such that going
from A to B via X1 (or X2 ) represents only a 5% detour compared to going straight from A to B (“short detour”
constraint). But only point X1 also satisfies the constraint that each leg of the trip (A to X and X to B) are no more
than 0.4 standard deviations longer than the average trip (“pit stop” constraint). The middle figures show similar
exercises for an itinerary of the type C → D → X, with C and D known and X lost. The right figures jointly impose
constraints from both itineraries. Darker shades of grey correspond to shorter detours. For this example, we use
a Euclidean metric for the distance ||AB||. The next two figures on actual data use instead optimal travel routes,
taking into account the ruggedness of the terrain.
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Figure 8: Constraints on Lost Cities from Merchants’ Itineraries (I).
Notes: The maps show admissible regions for lost cities of Durhumit (top) and Hahhum (bottom). The admissible
regions are constructed using information on merchants’ multi-stop itineraries. From any mention of three consecutive
stops involving at least one lost city, in any itinerary, e.g. A → X → B with X lost, we impose two constraints: a
“short detour” constraint says that going from A to B via X does not represent more than a λ% detour compared
to going directly from A to B; and a “pit stop” constraint says that any travel segment involving a lost city cannot
be more than µ standard deviations longer than the average known segment. Our distance metric corresponds to
the optimal travel route between any two points, taking into account topography, and the effort it takes to travel
over a rugged terrain. The area inside the red dotted line corresponds to the admissible region for a “tight” set of
constraints (λ = 2.6 and µ = 1.3), while the area inside the blue dashed line corresponds to the admissible region for
a “loose” set of constraints (λ = 4 and µ = 2). See Appendix C for details. For comparison, the “+” sign and the
surrounding contours represent our point estimates and confidence regions from estimating the gravity model (8); the
location denoted by “B” corresponds to the site suggested by historian Gojko Barjamovic (Barjamovic, 2011); and
the location denoted by “F” to the site suggested by historian Massimo Forlanini (Forlanini, 2008).
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Figure 9: Constraints on Lost Cities from Merchants’ Itineraries (II).
Notes: See figure 8.
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Figure 10: Constraints on Lost Cities from Merchants’ Itineraries (III).
Notes: See figure 8.
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Figure 11: Constraints on Lost Cities from Merchants’ Itineraries (IV).
Notes: See figure 8.
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Panel A: Ancient Trade Data (1900 BCE)

Panel B: Modern Trade Data (2014 CE)

Figure 12: Proof of Concept: Recovering Fictitiously Lost Cities.
Notes: Each panel on this figure shows the result from three separate estimation. Each time, we fictitiously “lose” the
location of one known city at a time, and we use trade data and our structural gravity model to estimate its location.
On each map, the true location for a city is denoted by a black diamond; the estimated location is denoted by a “+”
sign, surrounded by the contours for its confidence region. Panel A shows the results using our ancient trade dataset.
The true locations for both Kaneš and Hanaknak lie within their (tight) confidence regions. Salatuwar lies West of
its estimated location. Panel B shows the results using modern 2014 intra-national trade data for Turkey. The true
location for Kirşehir lies within the confidence region of its estimated location. The true location for Kayseri lies
outside but near its estimated confidence region, towards the West. The true location for Eskişehir lies North and
West of its estimated confidence region.
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Figure 13: Ancient and Modern City Sizes

Kanes

Slope: 2.127
St.Err.: 0.595
R−sq: 0.532
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ln(Ancient city size)
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Notes: The horizontal axis is the logged estimate of LT 1/θ for ancient cities. The vertical axis is the logged 2012
urban population within 30 kms of the ancient city’s location. Marker symbols are proportional to regression weights,
which is number of mentions for ancient cities. The regression line corresponds to the result in column 1 of table 3.
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Figure 14: The Topographical Determinants of Ancient City Sizes
Notes: The horizontal axis is the logged index for road-knots, N aturalRoads for ancient cities. The vertical axis
is the logged estimate of LT 1/θ for ancient cities. Marker symbols are proportional to regression weights, which is
number of mentions for ancient cities. The regression line corresponds to the result in column 3 of table 4.
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Figure 15: Natural Roads Scores.
Notes: This figure shows a heat map of our index for road-knots used to define the variable N aturalRoadsi in section
4.3. We draw a very large number of origin/destination pairs. We then compute the optimal travel path from origin to
destination (see appendix B for details on how we compute optimal paths). For each grid-point on the map, we record
the number of intersections, for paths of different lengths (see appendix D for further details on the construction of
a composite score). Bright color correspond to a high number of intersections, dark colors to a low number. The
variable N aturalRoadsi sums this score for grid-points within 20km of city i.
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Tables
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Known cities
Lost cities

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

Number of unique tablets
Number of itineraries
Number of travels
Nijdata | all
Nijdata | N > 0
Distanceij | i, j known (km)

Observations
15
11
198
227
391

0.60
3.26
281

2.21
4.23
206

0
1
17

23
23
993

650
120
105

Notes: The ancient data comes from a textual analysis of clay tablets inscribed in the cuneiform script, written
by Assyrian merchants in the 2nd millennium BCE. Most texts are digitized and will be available as tagged and
searchable files through the OARE-project, currently being built as part of the Neubauer Project.
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Table 2: Gravity Estimation Results

Panel A: Distance elasticity and statistics
ζ (distance elasticity)
3.825
(0.582)
Observations
650
Panel B: Sizes and locations of lost cities

Durhumit
Hahhum
Kuburnat
Mamma
Ninassa
Purushaddum
Sinahuttum
Suppiluliya
Tuhpiya
Washaniya
Zalpa

1/θ
Li Ti

8.249
0.024
0.018
0.166
0.003
0.006
0.023
0.001
0.074
0.165
0.008

Panel C: Sizes of known cities
1/θ
Li Ti
Hanaknak
0.008
Hattus
0.056
Hurama
0.003
Kanes
100
Karahna
0.003
Malitta
0.000
Qattara
4.4e+05
Salatuwar
0.952
Samuha
0.326
Tapaggas
0.000
Timelkiya
0.001
Ulama
0.004
Unipsum
0.083
Wahsusana
0.042
Zimishuna
0.002

(s.e.)
(14.980)
(0.064)
(0.056)
(0.321)
(0.015)
(0.025)
(0.064)
(0.000)
(0.162)
(0.411)
(0.034)

Precision
29
34
10
47
22
28
15
63
12
24
33

Distance to historians’ proposals
Forlanini (s.e.) Barjamovic (s.e.)
201
(24)
30
(21)
87
(18)
87
(18)
61
(7)
63
(8)
76
(25)
76
(25)
52
(15)
67
(14)
216
(19)
272
(17)
15
(10)
15
(10)
81
(29)
82
(43)
140
(10)
120
(10)
76
(10)
7
(20)
112
(28)
112
(25)

(s.e.)
(0.031)
(2.874)
(0.013)
(−)
(0.009)
(0.002)
(8.4e + 05)
(2.030)
(0.585)
(0.002)
(0.006)
(0.017)
(0.094)
(0.153)
(0.006)

Notes: This table presents the results from estimating our structural gravity model from equations (8) and (9) using
1/θ
travel
directional data, Nij
. Our measure of fundamental city size, Li Ti , defined in (4), is the counterfactual real
output of city i if it were to move to complete autarky. Precision, defined in (10), measures the average distance,
in kms, between the point estimate location of a lost city and Monte Carlo simulations of that location drawn using
the estimated joint distribution of all parameters. Distance to historians’ proposals measures the distance, in kms,
between our point estimate and the conjecture by historians Forlanini (2008) and Barjamovic (2011). Robust (White)
standard errors in parentheses.
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25
0.633

(1)
0.317***
(0.000)
3.018***
(0.001)
25
0.436

(2)

(3)
0.247***
(0.002)
1.591**
(0.017)
25
0.724
25
0.364

(4)
0.098**
(0.023)
0.973*
(0.057)
25
0.271

(5)

(6)
0.074
(0.117)
0.544
(0.238)
25
0.427

log(N ightLights)

25
0.655

(7)
2.405***
(0.000)

17.642**
(0.011)
25
0.267

(8)

log LT 1/θ |modern

(9)
2.185***
(0.000)
5.036
(0.297)
25
0.671



Notes: This table presents the estimation from various specifications of (11). Robust p-values are in parentheses. Each observation is an ancient city after
dropping Qattara from the sample. All regressions are weighted least squares with the weight of a city equal to its total attestations. Dependent variables are
modern-day measures. P op and N ightLights are total urban population and night luminosity within 30km of the ancient city, respectively. LT 1/θ |modern is the
city size estimated from modern day trade flows at the province level. Explanatory variables start with LT 1/θ |ancient , the ancient city size estimate. CropY ield
is the average rain-fed low-input cereal suitability index of the area within 30km of the ancient city. In unreported regressions, we also experimented with other
geographic controls (elevation, ruggedness, distance to the nearest river, and distance to modern mineral deposits of gold, silver and copper), but none of those
measures were either significant or robust.

N
R2

log (CropY ield)

log LT 1/θ |ancient

log(P opulation)

Table 3: Persistence of Economic Activity across 4000 Years

Table 4: Determinants of Ancient City Sizes
log LT 1/θ |ancient
log (CropY ield)

(1)
5.770**
(0.022)

log (RomanRoads)

(2)
5.221
(0.107)

log (N aturalRoads)
N
R2

25
0.253

25
0.260

(3)

2.127***
(0.002)
25
0.532


(4)
4.530***
(0.007)
4.140
(0.146)
25
0.404

(5)
1.815
(0.197)
1.880***
(0.003)
25
0.550

Notes: This table present the estimation from various specifications of (12). Robust p-values are in parentheses. Each
observation is an ancient city after dropping Qattara from the sample. All regressions are weighted least squares with
the weight of a city equal to its total number of attestations. The dependent variable LT 1/θ |ancient is the ancient city
size estimate. Explanatory variables start with CropY ield, the average rain-fed low-input cereal suitability index of
the area within 30km of the ancient city. RomanRoads is the number of Roman roads radiating from an intersection
within 20km of the ancient city (French, 2016). N aturalRoads is the natural road score of the area within 20km of
the ancient city as defined in subsection 4.3. In unreported regressions, we experimented with alternative measures
of local amenities (elevation, ruggedness, distance to the nearest river, and distance to the nearest known copper
deposit documented in the Early Bronze Age), but none of those measures were either significant or robust.
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Online Appendix for:
Trade, Merchants, and the Lost Cities of the Bronze Age
(not for publication)
by Gojko Barjamovic, Thomas Chaney, Kerem Coşar, and Ali Hortaçsu

This appendix contains additional information and robustness checks. It is organized as follows.
Section A presents detailed information about our data sources. Section B contains detailed instructions for the construction of optimal travel routes using only topographical data. Section C offers
detailed instructions for replicating our analysis of the information contained in merchants’ multistops itineraries. Section D gives a detailed description of how we construct our N aturalRoads
measure. Section E contains additional figures, and section F additional tables.

Appendix - 1

A

Additional Data

A.1

Constraints on the Location of Lost Cities

All constraints are based on textual evidence listed in Forlanini (2008) and Barjamovic (2011)
who use a series of references to ancients cities during the Middle Bronze Age period, possibly
complemented with references from later periods, to generate those constraints. Unfortunately, we
cannot point to a single reference for any one of those constraints. Instead, it is the accumulation
of consistent information that allows historians to formulate those constraints.
An example of a few snippets of information that guide the reasoning of historians would be the
following references related to the city of Hahhum. The following text locates Hahhum on a river:
I met Elali in Hahhum while I was staying there at the bank of the river in Habnuk I 469
Another text, in this case a later Hittite royal annal, makes an explicit connection between that
river and the Euphrates:
I the Great King Tabarna took away from Hahhu and presented it to the Sun-God. The
Great King Tabarna removed the hands of its slave girls from the grindstone and its
slaves? hands he removed ... he released their belts and he put them in the temple of the
Sun-Goddess of Arinna ... The great river Euphrates, no one had crossed it. [The Great
Kin]g Tabarna crosses it on foot, and his troops crossed it [on] foot after him KBo 10.1
A large number of additional references eventually allows historians to formulate with confidence
the hypothesis that Hahhum lies to the South and East of Kaneš.
Below is a list of all constraints we impose when searching for the location of lost cities.
• Durhumit is to the North of Kaneš.
• Hahhum is to the South and East of Kaneš.
• Kuburnat is to the North of Kaneš.
• Mamma is to the South of Kaneš.
• Ninassa is to the West of Kaneš.
• Purushaddum is to the West of Kaneš.
• Sinahuttum is to the North of Kaneš.
• Suppiluliya is to the North of Kaneš.
• Tuhpiya is to the North of Kaneš.
• Wahaniya is to the West of Kaneš.
• Zalpa is to the South and East of Kaneš.

Appendix - 2

A.2

Data on Modern-day Trade, Local Resources, and Topography

Modern-day population: Data on the 2012 urban population of Turkish districts is obtained from
the website of the Turkish Statistical Agency (https://biruni.tuik.gov.tr/EdUygulamaDis/zul/
loginEN.zul?lang=en).
Night time luminosity: Data on nighttime light emissions intensity is used as a proxy for local
GDP at the very granular level, as in Hodler and Raschky (2014). The data for 2003 is from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), available at http://ngdc.noaa.gov.
Weather satellites from the U.S. Air Force measure light intensity between 8:30PM and 10:00PM,
removing observations affected by cloud conditions, and correcting for likely ephemeral lights or
background noise.
Modern-day trade: Data on modern bilateral trade flows within Turkey are from the Ministry
of Science, Industry and Technology from the Republic of Turkey. We use 2014 data on bilateral
trade flows between 81 Turkish provinces. Those aggregate annual trade flows between provinces
are aggregated up from micro-data based on monthly sales and purchase declaration submitted
by firms for value-added tax purposes. The data is available at https://gbs.sanayi.gov.tr. All
transactions exceeding US$1500, excluding VAT, per buyer (or seller) within a month must be
reported. Electronic filing is mandatory since 2008. Any inconsistency between a buyer’s and a
seller’s report is audited to retrieve the correct information.
Crop yields: We use the low-input level rain-fed cereal suitability index of IIASA/FAO (2012)
available at http://www.fao.org/nr/gaez/en/.
Elevation: Elevation data to calculate the natural road scores is obtained from IIASA/FAO (2012)
and is available at http://www.fao.org/nr/gaez/en/. See appendix B for details.
Rivers and lakes: The shapefile of rivers and lakes in Turkey, used in calculating the natural road
scores, has been downloaded from http://www.naturalearthdata.com/. See appendix B for details.
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Optimal Travel Routes: Detailed Instructions

To define optimal travel routes, we use topographical data, and Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.
Formally, we collect data on elevation on a fine grid (each pixel’s side is 5 arc minutes, or about
10km). The elevation data is downloaded from FAO-GAEZ, which itself is based on NASA’s shuttle
radar topography mission (IIASA/FAO, 2012). We collect elevation data on a large area around
central Anatolia, in order to avoid a core-periphery bias –the tendency to have more road-crossings
in locations in the center of the map. The total area is contained between 20 and 50 degrees of
longitude East, and 30 and 43 degrees of latitude North. It corresponds to a wide area between
Hungary in the Northwest, Kazakhstan in the Northeast, Kuwait in the Southeast, and Lybia in
the Southwest, which extends well beyond central Anatolia. We remove from this map the Arabian
desert, assuming implicitly that traveller were not crossing it. We do include any maritime area
where the sea is less than 100m deep, allowing maritime travel along the coasts, but preventing deep
sea travel. The elevation map for the entire region we consider is depicted in Appendix Figure E.1.
Given this fine elevation grid, we compute travel times between any pixel and its eight neighbors
(North-South, East-West, and diagonally). First, we compute the horizontal distance between any
two contiguous pixels (in meters), and the signed elevation difference between them (in meters).
We then apply the formula from Langmuir (1984) to translate distances and slope into travel times
(in seconds). The parametrization of Langmuir’s formula we apply for overland travel is as follows.
We assume it takes 0.72 seconds to travel 1 meter horizontally; it takes an additional 6 seconds for
each vertical meter uphill; going downhill 1 vertical meter on a gentle slope (less than or equal to
21.25%) saves 2 seconds per vertical meter; going downhill on a steep slope (more than 21.25%)
adds an additional 2 seconds per vertical meter. For maritime travel, we assume traveling by boat
is 10% faster than traveling over a featureless plain overland. However, in order to avoid many very
short trips by sea, we assume it takes 1 hour to embark on a boat (from land to sea), and 1 hour to
disembark (from sea to land). This assumption of a fixed cost of loading/unloading boats creates a
natural tendency for sea ports to emerge where natural terrestrial routes (e.g. a valley) connect to
the sea. Finally, we manually code major lakes, and three main rivers, the Euphrates, the Red and
Green rivers in Turkey. For the three rivers, we collect information on impassable segments of the
river (e.g. deep and steep canyon), as well as easy crossings/fords known to have been used in the
Bronze Age, using data from Palmisano (2013). We impose a prohibitive penalty for crossing major
lakes and those three rivers over segments where they are deemed impassable, and allow crossing as
if it were on dry land for the river crossings.
Having defined travel times between any pixel and its eight neighbors, we apply Dijkstra’s
algorithm to compute the optimal travel paths between any two pixels (Dijkstra, 1959). We use
those travel paths and travel times when coding the information contained in merchants itineraries
in section 3.2 (see the details in appendix C), and when defining natural roadways to compute the
variable N aturalRoads in section 4.3 (see the details in appendix D).
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Constraints from Merchants Itineraries: Detailed Instructions

To impose constraints on the location of lost cities, using information contained in multi-stop
merchant itineraries, we proceed as follows.
First, we collect systematic information on multiple itineraries of either merchants or caravans
in our corpus of texts. We keep only itineraries with at least one stop in a lost city.
Second, we compute the following two statistics for all segments of those itineraries from one
known city to another known city: the average travel length ||average segment||, and the standard
deviation of the segment lengths ||s.d. segment||. Our measure of length is the optimal travel time
between the two ends of each segment, defined in appendix B.
Third, we jointly impose on all lost cities the “short detour” and “pit stop” constraints defined in
section 3.2, using all mentions of itineraries. In other words, for all lost cities jointly, we search for
all grid points such that both constraints are satisfied. To solve for this multi-dimensional search, we
proceed sequentially. We start by imposing all “pit stop” constraints where one city is known, and
one city is unknown. This gives us an admissible region for each lost city mentioned at least once
alongside a known city. We then impose all the “short detour” constraints involving two known cities
and one lost city, searching only within the admissible regions of the previous step. This further
restricts the size of the admissible regions for each lost city mentioned at least once alongside known
cities. We finally solve a minimization problem using all the remaining “pit stop” and “short detour”
constraints, imposing a penalty for a violation of the constraints.
We perform this procedure for two sets of parameters on the constraints: a “tight” set of constraints (λ = 2.6 for the “short detour” constraint and µ = 1.3 for the “pit stop” constraint), and a
“loose” set of constraints (λ = 4 and µ = 2).
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Constructing Natural Road Scores: Detailed Instructions

To compute the N aturalRoads variable, we proceed as follows.
We use the large region depicted in Appendix Figure E.1, which extends widely beyond central
Anatolia. For any two pixels on that map, we know the route of the shortest path from one to
the other, using the procedure described in appendix B. Our purpose is to compute, for each pixel
on the map, the number of optimal paths that intersect on that pixel. In order to do so, we must
address two concerns: we need to avoid a core-periphery bias, whereby locations in the center of the
map are mechanically more likely to be well connected; we also need to consider paths of different
lengths, from long distance travels (over continents, hundreds of kilometers), to very short distance
travels (from one valley to the next, over a few kilometers).
First, we consider long distance travels. We use the entire map in Appendix Figure E.1. We
randomly draw four points, A, B, C, and D. Using the algorithm described in appendix B, we
compute the shortest path from A to B, and from C to D. If the two paths either intersect or overlap
on a given pixel, we record their intersection for that pixel point. We repeat this procedure 100,000
times. Each pixel receives a “long-distance score” equal to the number of intersections or overlaps
recorded on that pixel. To make the scale of this road score for long distances comparable to that over
shorter distances, we normalize this score for each pixel by the total number of intersections/overlaps
over the entire map.
Second, we consider short distance travels. We divide up the entire map in Appendix Figure E.1
into 9 equal-sized rectangles (cutting the map in three on the North-South dimension, and in the
East-West dimension). On each sub-map, we perform the same procedure as above, recording the
intersections and overlaps between 100,000/9 random pairs of paths for each quadrant. We then
normalized the score of each pixel by the total number of intersections/overlaps over all 9 sub-maps.
This normalization is necessary to make this short distance score comparable to the long distance
score, even though we have drawn 100,000 random pairs of paths in both cases: over a wider region
(the one large map for long distances), it is less likely that two paths taken at random will intersect
or overlap than over a narrower region (the 9 sub-maps for short distances).
Third, we consider very short distance travels. We divide up the entire map in Appendix Figure
E.1 into 16 equal-sized rectangles (cutting in four along the North-South and East-West dimensions).
We repeat the procedure from above on each of the 16 sub-maps, again normalizing the scores of
each pixel by the total number of intersections/overlaps over all 16 sub-maps. A desirable feature
of cutting our map first in 9 and then in 16 is that the boundaries of those different sub-maps do
not overlap. To the extent that locations on the boundary of a sub-map are mechanically less likely
to be near intersections or overlaps of random paths, we correct this bias by shifting the boundary
from one cut to the next.
We then take the simple average of all three measures of connectedness to get an aggregate
score over all distances. For each ancient city i, either known or lost (we use our GMM estimated
location for lost cities as our main specification, but also experiment with alternative locations as
robustness), our variable of interest, N aturalRoadsi , simply adds up this aggregate score from all
pixels which are within 20km of city i.
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Additional Figures

Appendix Figure E.1: Elevation.
Notes: This figure depicts a heat map for the elevation data from IIASA/FAO (2012). We use this data on elevation
to compute shortest paths (see appendix B) used to analyze merchants’ itineraries in section 3.2 (see appendix C),
and to build our N aturalRoads measure in section 4.3 (see appendix D).
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Appendix Figure E.2: Natural Road Scores, Raw Data.
Notes: Those figures depict heat maps of the number of intersections or overlaps of optimal routes in every grid-cell,
for routes of different lengths. Bright colors correspond to high scores, dark colors to low scores. The N aturalRoads
variable we use in section 4.3 is a simple average of all four measures (see appendix section D for details).
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Appendix Figure E.3: Locating Lost Cities, Robustness Using Nijjoint (I).
joint
data
Notes: This figure replicates figures 3-6 using non-directional trade data, Nij
, instead of directional data, Nij
.
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Appendix Figure E.4: Locating Lost Cities, Robustness Using Nijjoint (II).
joint
data
Notes: This figure replicates figures 3-6 using joint mentions, Nij
, instead of our preferred measure, Nij
.
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Appendix Figure E.5: Locating Lost Cities, Robustness Using Nijjoint (III).
joint
data
Notes: This figure replicates figures 3-6 using joint mentions, Nij
, instead of our preferred measure, Nij
.
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Appendix Figure E.6: Locating Lost Cities, Robustness Using Nijjoint (IV).
joint
data
Notes: This figure replicates figures 3-6 using joint mentions, Nij
, instead of our preferred measure, Nij
.
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Additional Tables
Appendix Table F.1: Lost Cities’ Geo-coordinates

Durhumit
Hahhum
Kuburnat
Mamma
Ninassa
Purushaddum
Sinahuttum
Suppiluliya
Tuhpiya
Washaniya
Zalpa

Latitude
40.725
38.126
39.748
38.053
38.714
40.308
40.056
40.062
39.787
39.189
37.704

(s.e.)
(0.240)
(0.281)
(0.057)
(0.402)
(0.146)
(0.170)
(0.132)
(0.492)
(0.073)
(0.168)
(0.187)

Longitude
35.178
37.776
35.919
36.301
34.256
33.379
34.933
34.683
35.274
34.221
37.347

(s.e.)
(0.171)
(0.096)
(0.082)
(0.175)
(0.144)
(0.237)
(0.055)
(0.328)
(0.105)
(0.152)
(0.277)

Notes: This table presents the estimated geo-coordinates, latitudes and longitudes, from solving our structural gravity
model (8). Robust (White) standard errors are in parentheses. All latitudes are North, and all longitudes are East.

Appendix Table F.2: Lost Cities’ Geo-coordinates, Robustness Using Nijjoint

Durhumit
Hahhum
Kuburnat
Mamma
Ninassa
Purushaddum
Sinahuttum
Suppiluliya
Tuhpiya
Ursu
Washaniya
Zalpa

Latitude
40.088
36.185
39.876
38.019
38.941
38.721
40.308
40.045
38.850
38.060
39.222
38.850

(s.e.)
(0.066)
(0.175)
(0.076)
(0.554)
(0.074)
(0.105)
(0.140)
(0.166)
(1.455)
(0.220)
(0.097)
(1.936)

Longitude
35.533
37.919
35.577
36.410
34.111
32.890
35.196
36.203
29.278
36.463
34.072
45.000

(s.e.)
(0.066)
(0.527)
(0.113)
(0.048)
(0.180)
(0.133)
(0.097)
(0.115)
(0.965)
(0.372)
(0.131)
(2.505)

joint
Notes: This table replicates Appendix table F.1 using non-directional data on joint attestations of city names, Nij
,
data
instead of directional data on caravans’ itineraries and merchants’ travels, Nij
.
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Appendix Table F.3: Gravity estimation results, Robustness Using Nijjoint

Panel A: distance elasticity and statistics
ζ (dist. elast.) 1.970
(0.162)
Observations
378
Panel B: sizes and locations of lost cities

Durhumit
Hahhum
Kuburnat
Mamma
Ninassa
Purushaddum
Sinahuttum
Suppiluliya
Tuhpiya
Ursu
Washaniya
Zalpa

1/θ
Li Ti

7.714
95.020
1.789
0.727
3.049
38.898
3.759
0.487
21.710
0.312
4.953
26.932

(s.e.)
(6.259)
(44.934)
(1.673)
(0.421)
(2.237)
(23.331)
(3.423)
(1.973)
(46.444)
(0.132)
(3.565)
(102.846)

Precision
9
49
12
53
18
16
16
22
183
35
15
324

Distance
Forlanini
194
161
54
67
29
90
35
71
399
127
88
572

to historians’ conjectures
(s.e.) Barjamovic (s.e.)
(6)
88
(7)
(26)
163
(27)
(7)
85
(8)
(36)
67
(36)
(14)
49
(16)
(8)
128
(13)
(9)
35
(9)
(18)
75
(7)
(93)
417
(89)
(11)
122
(11)
(5)
11
(10)
(213)
571
(213)

Panel C: sizes of known cities
1/θ
Li Ti
(s.e.)
Amkuwa
1.777
(1.423)
Hanaknak
2.725
(2.637)
Hattus
33.157 (28.990)
Hurama
7.437
(5.399)
Kanes
100
(−)
Karahna
1.044
(1.414)
Malitta
0.504
(0.459)
Qattara
1.071
(2.726)
Salatuwar
38.015 (27.635)
Samuha
2.069
(3.882)
Tapaggas
0.798
(0.783)
Timelkiya
35.962 (14.083)
Ulama
4.812
(3.331)
Unipsum
0.272
(0.120)
Wahsusana
58.779 (36.465)
Zimishuna
1.410
(1.532)
joint
Notes: This table replicates table 2 using non-directional data on joint attestations of city names, Nij
, instead of
data
directional data on caravans’ itineraries and merchants’ travels, Nij .
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(2)

14
0.621

3.538***
(0.003)
14
0.532

0.212**
(0.049)
1.971*
(0.052)
14
0.729

0.213*
(0.081)
3.596***
(0.000)
25
0.644

(3)

(4)

0.842*
(0.097)
14
0.209

0.090*
(0.052)
0.176
(0.673)
14
0.455

0.112*
(0.058)
0.669**
(0.015)
25
0.391

(6)

14
0.658

2.261***
(0.000)

25
0.288

2.212**
(0.012)

(7)

19.118**
(0.030)
14
0.300

20.257**
(0.016)
25
0.297

(8)

log LT 1/θ |modern

(9)

2.086***
(0.000)
3.729
(0.561)
14
0.666

2.324***
(0.000)
21.255***
(0.000)
25
0.614



Notes: This table replicates the results in table 3. Panel A uses the locations of lost cities proposed by Barjamovic (2011) instead of our GMM estimates. Panel
B uses only the subsample of cities with known locations. Panel C matches ancient settlements to the largest modern urban settlement within 30 km, instead of
matching them to all modern settlements within 30km.

14
0.449

0.098***
(0.006)

25
0.267

0.621
(0.138)
25
0.108

(5)

log(N ightLights)

0.108
(0.118)

Panel C: ancient site matched to the largest modern settlement

log LT 1/θ |ancient
0.351***
0.297***
(0.000)
(0.002)
log (CropY ield)
2.952***
1.237
(0.006)
(0.141)
N
25
25
25
R2
0.637
0.341
0.682

N
R2

Panel B: known cities only

log LT 1/θ |ancient
0.305***
(0.002)
log (CropY ield)

Panel A: Barjamovic (2011) locations

0.194
log LT 1/θ |ancient
(0.325)
log (CropY ield)
3.505***
(0.001)
N
25
25
2
R
0.123
0.496

(1)

log(P op)

Appendix Table F.4: Persistence of Economic Activity across 4000 Years, Robustness

Appendix Table F.5: Determinants of Ancient City Sizes, Robustness
log LT 1/θ |ancient
(1)
Panel A: Barjamovic (2011) locations
log (CropY ield)
-0.429
(0.842)
log (RomanRoads)

(2)

4.646***
(0.001)

log (N aturalRoads)
N
R2

25
0.002

Panel B: known cities only
log (CropY ield)
7.378**
(0.025)
log (RomanRoads)

25
0.317

6.531*
(0.084)

log (N aturalRoads)
N
R2

14
0.346

14
0.380

(3)

0.680
(0.211)
25
0.116

2.104**
(0.030)
14
0.475


(4)

(5)

-0.948
(0.440)
4.732***
(0.002)

-3.010
(0.202)

25
0.328
5.340**
(0.016)
4.965
(0.129)
14
0.539

1.045*
(0.090)
25
0.194
3.307
(0.127)
1.608
(0.121)
14
0.519

Notes: This table replicates the results in table 4. Panel A uses the locations of lost cities proposed by Barjamovic
(2011) instead of our GMM estimates. Panel B uses only the subsample of cities with known locations.
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